Logline: A nine-year-old girl tries in vain to connect with her awkward ten-year-old uncle, until
her grandmother unwittingly turns an unfortunate mishap into an opportunity for her to bravely
wine her uncle’s trust and friendship forever.

Synopsis:
Nine-year-old Rosalie and ten-year-old Sam have an unusual relationship. Even though they are close
in age, Rosalie is actually Sam’s niece. An accident baby, Sam lives a lonely, awkward life with his
much older, widowed mother, Theresa. Rosalie’s sprightly mischief and insensibility to Sam’s
situation only exacerbates his uneasiness during her frequent summertime visits, which she makes
with her mother, Mary, to pick the raspberries that grow in Theresa’s backyard. However, an
unfortunate mishap gives Rosalie the opportunity to win Sam’s trust and friendship forever.

Filmmakers:
Adria Tennor (Writer, Director, Producer) began her career as an actress. The grand daughter of Sam
Tennor, a song plugger for Irving Berlin, Tennor made her film debut playing a twelve-year old boy in
Hal Hartey’s Amateur which premiered in the Directors Fortnight at Cannes. She works regularly in
television and film, and is most known for her recurring role on AMC’s Mad Men as Betty Draper’s
frank-talking friend Joyce Darling, as well as John Goodman’s dutiful if not impish secretary in
Michel Hazanavicius’s Academy Award winning film, The Artist. She made her writing debut with
StripSearch, her one-woman show based on her studies in pole dancing with Sheila Kelley at her
SFactor Studio which played to rave reviews in Los Angeles for over a year and a half. In 2013,
Tennor made her foray into producing with Doug Blake (The Sessions) on Smothered, a film by John
Schneider. There she met Cracked Co-Producer & First AD, David Dwiggins who mentored her
through her directorial debut. Her feature script, Never Been Born, has been recognized as one of ten
finalists in the Nantucket Film Festival’s Tony Cox Screenplay contest and is in pre-production,
starring Dale Dickey, Thomas Sadoski and Annika Marks.
Wade Danielson (Producer) is a creative content producer with nearly twenty years experience in
feature films, documentaries, and commercials. He is currently in development and early preproduction to produce the dramatic feature film The Camera, which will be shot in 2015 in Paris and
Angles-sur-Anglin, France. It will be his third feature collaboration with Strata Productions, a
Chicago based company, for which he previous produced Heavens Fall, a historical drama starring
Academy Award-winning actor Timothy Hutton and Academy Award nominee David Straithairn.
Wade has produced diverse films including the Sundance Film Festival Competition entry George B.,
starring David Morse; Brothel, a psychological ghoster with Serena Scott Thomas and Grace
Zabriskie; and Ten Inch Hero, an ensemble dramatic comedy starring Sean Patrick Flannery, Jensen
Ackles, Clea Duvall, and John Doe (of the influential punk band X).

David Dwiggins (Co-Producer, First AD) has been a UPM, Line Producer and First Assistant
Director on over 20 films and 60 episodes of television, most notably The Sessions with John Hawkes
and Helen Hunt and She Spies with Natasha Henstridge and Kristen Miller. Most recently, he
partnered with producer Doug Blake (The Sessions) and actor-turned-writer/director John Schneider
to make Smothered, gory comedy about five washed up horror icons haunted by a crazy fan starring
Kane Hodder, R.A. Mihailoff, Bill Mosely, and Don Shanks as themselves. Here it he met Ms. Tennor,
who was interning on the production in Louisiana. When they returned to Los Angeles, David
mentored Adria through the process of making Cracked, and the two also have plans to develop a
feature in 2015.

David Abramson (Editor) A member of the Editors Guild for over 15 years and a graduate of the
USC graduate Film Production program, David has edited and assistant-edited features, movies of
the week, and miniseries for Columbia, Disney, Paramount/DreamWorks, NBC, Warner Bros.,
Universal, Lionsgate, MTV and numerous independent production companies. Most recently he
edited the feature thriller The Advocate for director Tamas Harangi as well as the festival-winning
feature The Indian. Mr. Abramson has also cut three series pilots for Disney, including Chicken Little,
based on the animated feature, Can You Dig It for the executive producers of Rugrats and Recess, and
The Replacements for executive producer Jack Thomas (Fairly Odd Parents). The latter was immediately
picked up to series and began airing in 2006. Notably, in 2001 Mr. Abramson edited significant
portions of feature-length Episode 3 of Steven Spielberg's ten-part miniseries Taken. That episode
was nominated for an Emmy for Best Editing.

Yash Bhatt (Director of Photography) Of Indian descent, Yash Bhatt studied cinematography at the
Dodge College of Film & Media Arts, Chapman University in Orange CA, where he received his MFA
in 2008. Acknowledged by Kodak, Yash was awarded the Eastman Award for Excellence in
Cinematography in 2007. He was also one of the scholars at the prestigious Budapest
Cinematography Masterclass taught by Vilmos Zsigmond in 2007. His feature film projects include
Mahesh Khaleja (directed by Trivkram Srinivas), Lurid (directed by Allie Dvorin) and his most recent
Bollywood project Freedom (directed by Vivek Agnihotri). He’s shot a wide range of commercials for
brands like Coca Cola, Fortune, Parle, and Unilever to name a few, and his interest in music has led him
to shoot several independent music videos for various artists in Los Angeles including four time
Grammy nominee, Ledisi and the band P.O.D.

Julia House (Production Designer, Art Director) Julia House is a Los Angeles native. A child with a
hearing impairment that went undetected for some time, she interprets the world through visuals
where body language is more telling than dialogue, and the contents of a space reveals the narrative
before a word is spoken. Julia's preoccupation with visual details, paired with her upbringing spent
wandering sets, made arriving at production design undeniable if felicitous. Upon graduating
William and Mary, with a major in Chinese, she returned to LA to pursue design. She has since art
directed award-winning shorts and worked as an art department coordinator on such shows as
Shameless, Big Love and It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia.

Sara O’Donnell (Costumer Designer) Based in Los Angeles, Sara has designed costumes for film
and television. Her extensive work in the entertainment industry began in 1996 when she was hired
to help make the latex capes for Batman and Robin and with two years at The Jim Henson Company
(NY) building walk-around puppets. She quickly established an expertise in painting, aging and
dying techniques applied to costumes, making use of her fine arts background. Sara has been
fortunate to learn from some of the film industry’s top designers, having worked closely with Ellen
Mirojnick and Ruth Myers as an assistant designer. Sara has worked on projects with budgets
ranging from the largest Hollywood blockbusters to wee independents developing her eye for quality
and how best to execute it. Her most recent work as Costume Designer can be seen in the
forthcoming feature film Merry Friggin’ Christmas from Sycamore Pictures, starring Robin Williams
and Joel McHale.
J. Peter Robinson (Composer) is an English composer who studied piano and composition at the
Royal Academy of Music and enjoyed a successful career as a session keyboardist throughout the
1970s, working with artists such as Phil Collins, Al Stewart, Mike Rutherford, Shawn Phillips,
Quatermass, Brand X, Carly Simon, Bryan Ferry, Stealers Wheel, Andrew Lloyd-Webber and others.
He made his film music debut as a solo composer in 1985 with John Schlesinger’s eerie voodoo
movie: “The Believers“, and has since scored a number of successful films including Cocktail, Blind
Fury, Cadillac Man, Encino Man, Wayne’s World, Wes Craven’s New Nightmare, Highlander III: The
Sorcerer, Vampire in Brooklyn, Rumble in the Bronx, The World’s Fastest Indian and the Bank Job.
Also contributed music to a number of acclaimed TV series, including The Wonder Years, Tales from
the Crypt, Eerie Indiana, Charmed and The Handler. As a successful pop arranger, he has
collaborated with Eric Clapton, Manhattan Transfer, Al Jarreau and Melissa Etheridge.
Christy Faison (Casting Director) Christy began her casting career in the Talent and Casting
department at FOX. She started online casting shortly after and worked on various pilots, series and
films. She found her casting home working with Risa Bramon Garcia as Senior Casting Associate on
the series of The Cape and A Gifted Man. She has most currently worked on the television series Boss,
HBO’s The Newsroom, and the Terence Malick movie, Knight of Cups
Mallory Thompson (Fight Choreographer/Stunt Coordinator) Mallory and Adria met in Austin on a
pilot called Trooper starring Mira Sorvino. Mallory was doubling Adria on the shoot, and they became
fast friends. So when Cracked came about, Adria knew she had to have Mallory on set to make that
aspect of the film go smoothly and safely. Mallory’s background as a gymnast and collegiate pole
vaulter at Louisiana State University set the stage for her fitness modeling and stunt/acting career.
Mallory has modeled for Adidas, Shape Magazine, Nesh NYC and many more. Since 2009, Mallory has
worked on over 40 feature films and TV shows, including Oblivion, Django Unchained, X-Men First Class,
and The Amazing Spiderman, doubling Jennifer Garner, Courtney Cox, Ashley Judd, Rose Byrne, Troian
Bellisario among many others.

Cast:
Marguerite Moreau – Mary
Marguerite has been acting since the tender age of 12. Her
first role on The Wonder Years quickly lead to a leading
role in Disney’s beloved The Mighty Duck trilogy. Other
favorites include the comedy cult Wet Hot American
Summer, Anne Rice’s Queen of the Damned, Runaway Jury
(opposite Gene Hackman), and Sundance FF favorites Easy
and Douchebag as well as the leading, title role of Caroline
in the acclaimed indie Caroline and Jackie. She has also
made appearances on popular television series such as
Smallville, Lost, 3rd Rock from the Sun, The O.C, Mad
Men, Parenthood, Shameless, and most recently Grey’s
Anatomy. Next up she will play the female lead in Open
Road Films‘, The Tank which begins filming in April of 2014 and indie, Without Ward is set for a
2014 release. Also, Marguerite has recently produced her first documentary, The Decades Project.

Kerrie Keane – Theresa
Kerrie has enjoyed an acting career spanning over 30 years,
starring in films opposite John Lithgow (Distant Thunder –
Paramount), Vanessa Redgrave (Second Serve), Peter Fonda
and Oliver Reed (Spasms), Elias Koteas (Malarek) and John
Cassavetes (The Incubus). She won a Canadian Genie
“Best Actress” nomination for her lead role in Hitting
Home (aka “Obsessed”). On television, she has had
starring roles in three series – The Yellow Rose on ABC,
Hot Pursuit on NBC, and Studio 5-B on ABC, and a
recurring role in Beverly Hills, 90210 on Fox as well as a
myriad of guest starring roles including (and most
recently) Castle, NCIS and Criminal Minds. Founder and
Artistic Director of White Buffalo Theatre Company, Kerrie
wrote, directed and produced it’s two inaugural plays, Fool Am I and The Red and White Store, and
has directed and produced eleven plays in Los Angeles theaters to critical acclaim.

Talyan Wright – Rosalie
Talyan began pursuing acting at age 6, and has starred in
several national commercials. She had a recurring guest
star role on Two and a Half Men and may be seen in the
feature films Five (Lifetime), The Devil Inside and
Painkillers with Tahmoh Penikett (due out in 2015). She
has a passion for dinosaurs, singing, ballet, and reading.
Her favorite thing in the world is being on set or stage and
hopes to work again soon with Ms. Tennor.

Stanley Miller – Sam
Stanley Miller made his acting debut in a ConocPhillips
commercial. He has starred in two other films before
delving into his role in Cracked – Wolves from Another
Kingdom and Raymond. He’s made guest appearances on
American Horror Story and Gibby and most recently
appeared in the CBS pilot, Super Clyde as Young Clyde.
Stanley also has an extensive theatre and voice over back
ground, and while he is not presently auditioning, he’s very
happy to have been cast in the role of Sam in Cracked.

Directors Statement:
Children are so wise. Adults do their best to shelter and protect, but mostly this just causes
confusion and children, armed with their unadulterated intuition, ferret out the truth in the end.
Sometimes this instinct, heightened by youth, helps to protects children from punishment, and
sometimes it causes them to excuse an unjust one so that their impression of their elders may
remain intact.
As a child in the midwest, I was taught consequences. For every action there’s an opposite reaction.
Whether or not it was equal remained to be seen. Often, due to deep-seated midwestern morals, it
wasn’t.
There are moments in our youth that stay with us and we feel the sting of them decades later as
though they happened only moments ago – moments we would be able to decipher and justify so
much better as adults, but would that have made for the best outcome? Maybe the way our
childhood selves processed and dealt with that moment made for the best conclusion.
It’s interesting to think of that moment of pain, that sting from a happening long ago, especially as it
relates to family. Relatives tied by blood and genes, pass down pain from generation to generation
whether we mean to or not. A mother can try to protect her daughter from her mother’s turbulence,
but still somehow it seeps through. Does it heal a little as it goes? I think is does. I think it also adds
a little groove or furl to our character that makes us even more frail and thus beautiful and wise.
– Adria Tennor
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First Assistant Camera…..….Fredrick Bourbon
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Camera Intern………………..Hector Gomez
On set stills…………………..Lisa Franchot

Gaffer…………………………Allen Liu
Best Boy Electrician…………Jordan Raabe
Key Grip…………………..…..Jake Smith
Best Boy Grip……………..…Jeff Blasi
Swing…………………………Greg Suits
On Set Sound Mix……….…..Daniel Monahan
Boom Operator………………Veronica Kahn
On set costumer……………..Caroline Fogarty
Hair & Make Up Department..Jamie Richmond, Kristin Forgy & Hanna Yoseph
Set Dresser……………………Aleeza Marashlian
Set Decorators……………….Ignacio Blotta, Jewel Greenberg, Dawn Landon, Andrea Lwin,
Debra Pear & Nicola Plowman
Production Assistants……….Jacob Brenner, Nick Rossenblum & Michael John Wilson
Transportation Department…John Gloria & Colby French
Craft Services………….….….Judy Fleming
Set Teacher………………..….Guy Flint
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